
Clicwall
 Decorative wall covering  



 113 / W06
ELEGANT BLACK

MODULAR SPACES BEPODS 



ClicWall

 050 / MAT 
DECO

Bring  
your projects to life
Using the right material brings any project to life. Let your creativity run wild 
and design an inspiring interior in no time with the comprehensive range of 
products from UNILIN Evola. In addition, Clicwall Paint lets you personalise 
your project to suit your wishes - digitally print the panels and turn any wall 
into a true eye-catcher.

Want an instant holiday feeling for hotel guests looking for peace and 
comfort? Looking for a positive and inspiring working environment to help 
stimulate your employees’ productivity and work satisfaction? Longing for a 
complete shopping experience that aligns perfectly with your already great 
quality and service?

Select the ideal design and create precisely the experience that you want.

ICE-CREAM PARLOUR COCORICO 



F989 / BST
PURE CONCRETE LIGHT

   

The benefits of Clicwall  
in your interior project

  
 

Clicwall offers beautiful solutions for all of your 
interior projects thanks to a comprehensive range 
of high-quality UNILIN Evola designs. From plain 
basic colours to a range of realistic concrete and 
wood designs, with Clicwall, the possibilities are 
endless. 

Give your interior project the added value that 
you’ve been looking for. 

Can it get any more personal? Create a unique, 
tailor-made solution and design your own painted 
or digitally printed Clicwall Paint panels. 

All designs in the UNILIN Evola collection are also 
available on melamine faced panels and HPL so 
you can easily harmonise the choice of wall with 
your furniture. 

RETAIL SHOWROOM UNILIN PANELS 

A wide selection of designs



ClicWall

 025 / CST
FRONT WHITE

 U149 / CST 
PALE GREEN

 F976 / BST 
GRANULO

U292 / W04 
TURTLE GREY

Perfect for intensive use

The protective, robust melamine layer ensures a 
splash proof surface. The top layer can be cleaned 
for added hygiene. Clicwall is also scratch-resistant 
and maintenance-friendly, meaning you can enjoy 
your favourite design for longer. This makes Clicwall 
ideal for environments with intensive use, such as 
hospitals, offices and schools. 

Moreover, you can also rely on Clicwall for projects 
in which the fire reaction and fire resistance of 
walls is absolutely crucial. More information 
on fire-retardant solutions can be found in 
the Clicwall installation guide on our website:  
www.unilinpanels.com  

HEALTHCARE OPZ

EDUCATION STEDELIJK LYCEUM

EDUCATION TROELSTENSCHOOL 



 050 / MAT 
DECO

HOTEL AUBERGE DE LA FERME 



 H786 / W06 
ROBINSON OAK BROWN

Quick installation for a stylish result

Clicwall’s allows the panels to 
click together easily for rapid installation. No further 

to a minimum during installation. With Clicwall, 
you can give an existing room an entirely new look 
and feel without lengthy, unpleasant interruptions 

to your daily activities. A wide range of accessories 
is available, including and skirting 
boards, . Put 
simply, Clicwall gives your interior a complete 
makeover in next to no time.




